Brokeback breaks norm

Unique movie brings gay theme to mainstream culture

Erin Clark

"Brokeback Mountain" is a classic story of star-crossed lovers, a love that cannot be extinguished by death, says Alicia Collins, of entertainment section.

But besides homosexuality, the movie offers a sweeping, epic story of adventure, passion, travel, and yes, sex.

If the fact that the lovers in question are male isn't enough to turn the viewers off, the film's title is enough to make mainstream audiences nervous.

"Brokeback Mountain"!" exclaimed the headlines.

But to those who believe in love and gay rights, they see an opportunity to change the minds of the straight world.

"Brokeback Mountain" rescued the whitewashed stereotype of the gay couple that it is said to fall into.

Entertainment Weekly (Michelle Collins) praised the film for its beautiful story telling and acting.

Death Cab for Cutie, an underground band recently mainstream, released their latest album "Plan" in August 2005.

"If I live to be 100, it will be to the entire song from the first track! I will follow you into the dark, providing for you, and loving you through, I'll follow you through, I'll follow you through, I'll follow you through, I'll follow you through..." says the lead singer.
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